How does *Sing, Spell, Read & Write Level 2* work?

The [SSRW Grand Tour II Kit](#) includes two student workbooks (Grand Tour I & II) two answer key books, cursive handwriting teacher's manual, dry erase marker, and an eraser.

As this course is designed to be a continuation of Level 1 (and the completion of the 36 steps of SSRW Level 1 is a prerequisite), if you have never purchased the *Sing, Spell, Read, and Write Level 1* Kit, you will need to purchase the sold-separately [SSRW Level 1 Audio CDs](#).

If you have the Level 1 kit, you will also have the required five games for this course, which are not sold-separately.

The main part of this course is the "Language Arts Component," which teaches spelling, phonics, grammar, manuscript and cursive handwriting, process writing, and reference skills. These skills are taught in the required SSRW [Language Arts Teacher’s Manual](#) (not included in the kit), which also provides directions for the Grand Tour I and Grand Tour II Student Books that are in the kit.

The second part of the Level 2 course is the separate "reading component."

This reading component is comprised of the sold-separately:

- [SSRW Grand Tour Level 2 Reading Teacher’s Manual](#)
- [SSRW Grand Tour Level 2 Audio CDs](#)
- [SSRW Grand Tour Level 2 Storybook Readers](#)
- [SSRW Grand Tour Level 2 Assessment Tests](#)

The assessment tests are designed to be taken after the completion of Storybooks 4, 8, 12, and 17.

If students have completed the Level 2 readers successfully, and parents wish to expand their child's reading skills, the [SSRW Level 3 Storybook Readers (17 titles)](#) are designed to be used with this Level 2 course.

Level 2 is designed to be a one-year curriculum.